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PRODUCT SERIES 

 The innovative projector Series 14 (IP65) offers a large range of different 
system components which enable an easy and flexible adaptation to different 

lighting concepts. 

 The 3 different sizes (S/M/L) are equipped with an integrated control for ON/
OFF, DALI and DMX and are constant current control for 24V (sizes S and 

M) or 48V (size L).   



PROJECTOR 14  
14L—250watts 

14S—30watts 

14M—100watts 
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PROJECTOR 14 

Strength 

 Universally usable assortment:  

 - 3 different sizes (S-M-L ) and system performances (30W-100W-250W) 

 - 4 symmetrical and one asymmetrical lighting distribution 

 With temperature controlled LED circuit board (NTC). The NTC protects the different components of over-

heating if the maximal temperature is exceeded 

 High visual comfort due to the lens technology 

 Very temperature-resistant – usable with an external temperature up to +55°C 

 Protected against corrosion – Additional protection against salt water and chlorinated water available on 

request 

 Ingress protection rating: IP65 

 Electrical protection class: I (II optional) 

 5 years warranty 

 Made in Germany 

 

Accessories 

 Due to the different accessories the projector can easily be configured to different lighting concepts.                    

Thus lighting solutions for a fixation on wall, ground and pole are possible.  

 In addition, a gimbal mounting is possible by fixing the projector in two circles, which can be rotated by 90 

degrees. This enables every possible direction of rotation. Thereby a multiple arrangement of projectors is 

presented with a clear appearance in an architectonical environment.  
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PROJECTOR 14 
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    Maximal Luminaire Output - lumens (lm) 

Colour Temperatures Kelvin 14S - 30watt 14M - 100watt 14L - 250watt 

Cool white (KW) 5700K 2110 lm 8280 lm 22420 lm 

Neutral white (NW) 4000K 1730 lm 6790 lm 18390 lm 

Warm white (WW) 3000K 1850 lm 7270 lm 19680 lm 

Amber (AM)   1415 lm 5960 lm 16130 lm 

RGBW   RGBW  RGBW RGBW 

      

  LVK-S Narrow Spot  (6°) Narrow Spot  (6°) Narrow Spot  (6°) 

  LVK-1 Spot  (14°) Spot  (14°) Spot  (14°) 

  LVK-3  Wide Beam  (44°) Wide Beam  (44°) Wide Beam  (44°) 

  LVK-5 Oval (15° x 30°) Oval (15° x 30°) Oval (15° x 30°) 

  LVK-6 Oval Flood (43° x 47°) Oval Flood (43° x 47°) Oval Flood (43° x 47°) 



PROJECTOR 14   
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Standard bracket 

 

 

 

Edged bracket 

 

 

Pivoting bracket    
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Rotating element                           

(Search spotlight)    

  

Gimbal mounting               

Prismatic glass for                   

ribbed-shape like light              

distribution also available 
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14S  Accessories 14M  Accessories 14L  Accessories 
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